
Successful 100% of
the time, every time.

BFS (Business Forensic Science) is
raising eye-brows, and clients.

A business that thrives on generating other
organizations with income, profit, and forensic
level cost deliverance, is an unusual prospect.

Establishing that this scientific windfall of
wealth is derived from previously unidentified
underutilized, and or unaccounted for areas
within your existing business, raises
considerable desire. Then receiving instruction

that their fees are taken from those aforementioned benefits derived, is compelling.

The reality is that by exploring and following the science, this wish is now a service
provision.
If a business utilizes client account management, is a provider/recipient of
outsourcing or is a city/municipality, you have an excellent chance of qualifying for
business forensic science services (BFS).

Retail, technology, and manufacturing sectors are the primary benefactors of BFS,
although not exclusively.

Our challenge for this article is to provide you with 30 years of extremely specialized,
highly technical, science, and best practice brilliance; in a way that a four-year-old
would understand the concept.



" ta-da "

You got it...right? Getting more from the same is, of course, preferred.

(If not ‘got it’ by the way, no problem, just send an email to
partnerservices@virtuspropter.com with your questions).

Repeating the same thing over and over and getting better results is
enlightening, encouraging, and captivating.

When BFS is targeted towards every single molecule of the business
contractual obligations, and science cost forensics, your business DNA is
formulated. Following the build, they replicate and then ignite two parallel
pursuits, one is the exploration of the DNA structure, dependencies,
molecules of interest, risk avoidance, health, and outlook. The other pursuit
concentrates on reverse engineering and re-engineering of the strands.

This is one of a series of processes in the impressive BFS journey.

When you begin to understand and treat BFS as a fusion of biological,
chemical, and forensic sciences, with commerce best practices. By way of a
biological example, the enzymes are now projects, the proteins are the sales
teams, and sugars, well, that is the sweet revenue.

Understanding, viewing, and actually guiding your business DNA is a
sensational development in global business planning, projecting, protecting,
and thriving bfs-eco-ifhalas.
This particular area of BFS is specific to Virtus Propter, and as founding
partner Paul S Radcliffe stated;

" bfs-eco-ifhalas or ifhalas for short is a particularly large
step of three in BFS and leadership. Creating competitive
advantages is marvelous, delivering ifhalas is
business-changing. Being able to visualize, understand, mold,
and manage your one-of-a-kind business DNA is mesmeric,
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its "David's stone for his sling-shot",   " the sweetness to the
85 Bears "

ifhalas really is all of this and thousands of other assignment benefits more,
such as;

● Acquisitions
● Leadership changes
● Growth / Maintenance / Reduction activities
● Revenue analytics
● Forensic cost identifiers, repeats, voids, gaps, dependencies, and values.
● Margin positioning, orchestration at both gross and operating levels.
● Mi's (molecules of interest) replication
● The resources layer
● The financial layer
● The forecast, security, innovation, culture, technology, logistic layers,

and more...
● Target foresight
● Risk aversion
● What if
● What if not

As previously stated, not quite got it?
No problem whatsoever, simply send an email to
partnerservices@virtuspropter.com

For those whose light bulb is blinding folk in the room, walk through the next
few items (mind the falling pennies), and the next steps provision.

The complete BFS services on offer are not attempts at receiving benefits
from the Virtus expert delivery, the services work 100% of the time, every
time.
With Virtus Propter, it is not a case of "IF", but rather a by what "MAGNITUDE".
To know that all of these benefits are being generated from previously
unidentified underutilized, and or unaccounted for areas, plus the fact the
fees for delivering you these benefits are derived from the said services
delivered.
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It is quite possibly the closest, arguably the 1st business to have their
product/service be money generation. If desired, everything can be
completed before you pay for it.

In the U.S.A this is termed a "no brainer", that you get to in a "New York"
minute.

Virtus Propter is the world's authority of business forensic science, within the
areas of forensic science contractual obligations, and science cost forensics.
Located on Bainbridge Island, Washington, this boutique specialist firm
delivers all their client retention, lifecycle management, and development is
delivered completely confidentially.

With a tag line of " Your Silent Partner ", this annual client preference is voted
upon, with it typically being circa 97-98% in favor of its continuance.
It has become an additional differentiator, should one be desired.
Virtus deliver and communicate with executive-level leadership for their
desired share, they do the behind curtain work, and you take the limelight.

You are invited to pay a visit to www.virtuspropter.com and claim your
courtesy 30-minute briefing session.

*The " Business DNA " standalone service is available from February 01, 2022.

Best as always, Virtus Propter.
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